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Dear Readers
I have to tell you that The Grand Opening of Sun Sabella was a marvellous event and
I can thoroughly recommend it as a beautiful place to visit either by day or night.In
fact we need a good party, with the constant scare reports of the Coronavirus (why
do I hear “My Sharona” play in my head each time this is mentioned). Really this
Covid-19 is flu - right? Yet we are bombarded with news from around the world that
it may result in school closures, businesses failing, stock markets crashing, flights
cancelling etc. etc. It's common sense of course to keep up the hand washing and
perhaps learn from the Thais when greeting not to shake hands or do the Italian
thing of kissing cheeks but indulge in only air kissing only from now on!
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So for those who have decided to stay put in Pattaya, thank goodness we are
fortunate to have the world on our doorstep when it comes to the amazing choice
of food on offer. The aforementioned Sun Sabella and Sugar Hut for Thai food,
Thai Garden Resort for different buffets each evening, Comfort by Harlan for fining
dining,a lovely new restaurant Legende on Thappraya Road. Natans for French and
Fun and even something for the kids at Pizza Plaza.
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Read the Trader as an online flipbook on
your computer, tablet or smartphone on the
following websites:

Hopefully you will not find your lives too disrupted throughout this month and be
able to enjoy what we have right here in Pattaya while we wait and see.
All the best
Gloria
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DINING WITH A THAI FAMILY
By Lirika Heart

O

ver the years I have been invited
to dinner at the homes of several
Thai families and would now
love to offer some advice about what
to expect if you dear reader should also
be invited. For example, arriving emptyhanded to dinner is unusual. Most dinner
HVFTUTCSJOHÚPXFSTPSGSVJUBOEJOTPNF
cases a bottle of wine might be nice.
You can expect to be offered a glass of
water upon arrival. This custom comes
from the days when water wasn't always
clean and therefore the taste of clean
water from your host was a sign of good
things to come.

Meal preparation is typically a family
affair, mother is usually responsible for
making curry while daughters assist and
grandma maybe overseeing the whole
operation. Female guests will often offer
to help in the kitchen. All the dishes will then be set out Thai style i.e. in the middle of the table so as to be
shared. There are also no courses in a Thai meal as everything is served as soon as it's ready.
"UTPNFIPVTFTZPVDPVMECFTJUUJOHPOUIFÚPPSPSPOTNBMMTUPPMTBUBDPGGFFUBCMFCVUJOUIFIPNFTPGNPSF
modern families a dining table and chairs are usual. Once everyone has been seated you receive a plate with
some rice on it. There will also be a serving spoon for each dish which is called Middle spoon,be careful not
to get your rice into the main dish.
Wait for the host to invite you to dig in and serve yourself but make sure to take only small portions of each
EJTITPUIFSFmTFOPVHIUPHPBSPVOEBOEÙOJTIFWFSZUIJOHPOZPVSQMBUFJUMFUTUIFGBNJMZLOPXZPVFOKPZFE
the meal. Don't expect to get a napkin, usually there will be just tissues or maybe a roll of toilet paper placed
on the table and remember not to use your fork to put food in your mouth, instead use it to push your food
onto your spoon.
Although you will be given a glass of water with the meal most Thais tend not to touch this whilst they are
FBUJOH OPNBUUFSIPXTQJDFZUIFGPPE5IFZQSFGFSSJOHUPMFBWFESJOLJOHVOUJMBGUFSUIFNFBMSBUIFSUIBOÙMMVQ
POXBUFSXIFOJUJTVTVBMMZDVTUPNBSZUPQVUZPVSVUFOTJMTJOBQPTJUJPOUPJOEJDBUFUIBUZPVBSFÙOJTIFE UIBU
JTUPTBZUPHFUIFS*GZPVMFBWFZPVSVUFOTJMTBQBSUPOUIFQMBUFJUNBZTVHHFTUUIBUZPVBSFOPURVJUFÙOJTIFE
It is polite to offer to help with the cleanup
procedure and then it's time for dessert
often eaten in a different room, you might
enjoy fruits that were brought by guests,
cake or traditional Thai dessert. As far as
topics of conversation goes it's pretty
much the same as you would expect at
most dinner parties. Politics may be talked
about but be wary of how you express your
views better to keep the conversation light
and not cause any offense.Thai people are
generally very generous and welcoming
opening times so it is most important that
you enjoy your time with friends and have a
great evening
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Pizza Plaza

I

t’s a fact, if you can get the kids involved in preparing their own food they’re far more likely to
enjoy it. That’s why Pizza Plaza is such a great idea. There’s a mini grill on top of the Pizza
oven at each table for the kids to create their own special meals, enjoying a choice of barbecue
or individual DIY pizzas as they please.
When the Trader visited this fun eaterie, our lovely models
Lily and Alice went for the 2 pizza combo - fantastic value
at only 95 baht. Pizza plaza had already prepared
the dough so the girls were then able to personalise their pizzas by selecting
favourite toppings and cooking them at the table.
Even after the preparation time and then the consuming of each of the lovingly
created pizzas, there was still time for them to play in the Kids Zone while
the adults got to try some succulent spaghetti and tasty fried chicken. My
particular favourite being the Korean with a lip smacking sauce just 99 baht.
A range of drinks to accompany the meals will not disappoint with Fruity sodas,
Smoothies, Iced Teas and even something a little stronger for the adults.
Pizza Plaza is at the Pattaya Klang entrance
to Welcome Town.
Open from 12pm to 9pm every day (except Wednesday).
There is ample parking for you to come with the kids or even have a birthday
party here.
The nice people
at Pizza Plaza will
even bring the party
to you with a service that
delivers everything you need right to your home and then collects it
all from you the next day.

Contact them at
47/72-73 Welcome Town, Moo 9, 20150
Tel: 061 851 9911
www.pizzaplaza.co.th
FB Pizza Plaza Pattaya @pizzaplazathai
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WHERE TO NOW IN THE
HEAVYWEIGHT BOXING WORLD?
By Steve Wade

T

yson Fury’s seven round demolition of Deontay Wilder in Las Vegas last month has thrown up the prospect of a
unifying winner take all bout with Anthony Joshua. The question is when?

5IFÙHIUCFUXFFOUXP#SJUJTICPYFSTUPCFDPNFUIFVOEJTQVUFEIFBWZXFJHIUDIBNQJPOPGUIFXPSMEXPVMECFPOFPG
the biggest events in the boxing world for years and some say the most anticipated sporting contest in the UK since
England won the world cup.
Joshua recaptured his titles against Andy Ruiz Jr in December last year after a shock defeat in the previous contest
between the two and now that Fury has dispatched Wilder in great style this is the match up that boxing and the whole
sporting world wants to see, but as always in boxing, a lot of hurdles have to be jumped before we get there.
+PTIVBIBTBNBOEBUPSZEFGFODFUPOFHPUJBUFBHBJOTU,VCSBU1VMFWGSPN#VMHBSJBXIJDIJTQFODJMFEJOUPUBLFQMBDF
TPNFXIFSFJO-POEPOJO+VOF"UUJNFPGXSJUJOH4QVSTOFXHSPVOEBQQFBSTUPCFUIFGSPOUSVOOFSUPIPTUUIFÙHIU5IF
ZFBSPME#VMHBSJBOIBTBEFDFOUSFDPSECVUTPNFVOJOTQJSFESFDFOUQFSGPSNBODFTBOEUIFGBDUUIBUIJTPOMZMPTTXBT
against Wladimir Klitschko for the world title when upped in class-and Joshua’s subsequent defeat of Klitschko, would
make an upset unlikely.
In the mean-time Wilder has a rematch option against Fury which looks likely to be taken up. The contest has to take
QMBDFXJUIJOTJYNPOUITTPJUXPVMETFFNMJLFMZUIBUB+PTIVB'VSZVOJÙDBUJPOÙHIUXJMMIBWFUPXBJUVOUJMBUCFTU
'VSZmTQFSGPSNBODFBHBJOTU8JMEFSXBTSJHIUPOUIFCVUUPO8JUIUIFBEEFEXFJHIUBOEÙUOFTTIFPVUCPYFEBOEPVU
CVMMJFE8JMEFSSJHIUGSPNUIFÙSTUCFMM8JMEFSMPPLFEPWFSDPPLFEUPNFBOEIBEOPBOTXFSUP'VSZmTDPOTUBOUBHHSFTTJPO
and intimidating tactics. It was a tremendous performance.
'VSZmTCBUUMFTXJUIIJTPXOEFNPOTBOEIJTÙHIUUPPWFSDPNFUIFNIBWFCFFOWFSZXFMMEPDVNFOUFEBOEIFJTPOFPG
the most colourful and entertaining heavyweights to come along in many a year. The money involved in his next few
ÙHIUTXJMMCFQIFOPNFOBMCVUJUXBTJOUFSFTUJOHUPIFBSUIBUIJTGBUIFS BNBOXIPIFMJTUFOTUP IBTVSHFEIJNUPSFUJSF
now with nothing to prove but the relentless money making business of boxing and the chance of immortality may prove
too much for him to resist.
4PNFKVEHFTBSFTBZJOHUIBU+PTIVBBOEIJTNBOBHFNFOUEPOmUGBODZUIF'VSZÙHIUBOE*XPVMEOmUCFTVSQSJTFEJGUIBUmT
true, but If he wants his shot to become one of the greats he’s going to have to take it. They’ll be plenty of false starts
and publicity along the way, but let’s hope it happens.
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IT’S THE MAJORS TIME OF THE YEAR
by Steve Wade

S

JODFUIFSFTDIFEVMJOHPGUIFHPMÙOHDBMFOEBSMBTUZFBS UIJT
month ushers in a phenomenal period for both players and
fans alike. All four major championships take place between
April and July with some other top quality tournaments
JOUFSTQFSTFE UISPVHIPVU UIF QFSJPE 4UBSUJOH PO UIF UI PG UIJT
NPOUI XIFO UIF 1MBZFST $IBNQJPOTIJQ  UIF nÙGUI NBKPSo  UFFT PGG
at its usual venue of Sawgrass in Florida, the next few month’s
usher in one multi-million dollar tournament after the other, with the
highlights being the four major championships. We start, as always,
with the Masters at Augusta National. One of, if not the highlight of
UIFHPMÙOHZFBS UIF.BTUFSTJTUIFPOMZNBKPSUPCFQMBZFEPOUIF
same course every year. The tournament started in 1934 when the winner, Horton Smith, picked up a cheque
GPSEPMMBSTBOEUIFÙSTUQSJ[FEJEOmUJNQSPWFVOUJM XIFOJUXFOUUP5IJTZFBSmTQSJ[FGVOEJT
NJMMJPOXJUIUIFXJOOFSQJDLJOHVQPWFSNJMMJPO5IFFWFOUSVOTGSPNUIFUIVOUJMUIFUIPG"QSJM
The next major in the schedule is the PGA Championship, being played at Harding Park just outside San
Francisco from the 14th until the 17th of May. Known for being played on exceptionally tough courses and
throwing up surprise victors, in the last few years the winner has come from higher in the rankings, with both
#SPPLT,FPQLBBOE3PSZ.D*MSPZCFJOHEVBMXJOOFST
4QFBLJOHPGUIPTFUXP UIFZBSFUIFÙSTUOBNFTPOBOZMJTUPGMJLFMZXJOOFSTGPSBOZPGUIFNBKPSFWFOUT CVU
they approach them in very different ways. Keopka
bases his whole season around the majors and has
XPOGPVSBOEÙOJTIFETFDPOEJOUXPPUIFSTPWFSUIF
last three seasons to prove it. McIlroy, a four-time
NBKPSXJOOFSIJNTFMGCVUOPUJOUIFMBTUÙWFZFBST 
is at the time of writing the world number one with
UXPXJOTBOEUISFFUPQÙWFÙOJTIFTJOIJTMBTUÙWF
starts. Keopka seems to use the whole season as
a practice session for the four big events, whilst
McIlroy is never far from the top of the leaderboard
in virtually every event he tees it up in. With other
great golfers including Justin Thomas, Dustin
Johnson and Jon Rahm vying for the titles, not to
mention a host of others, the competition will be
ÙFSDF
The US open is being played from the 18th until the
TU PG +VOF BU 8JOHFE 'PPU  B MPOH FTUBCMJTIFE
venue on the open circuit. As tough as they come,
it’s sure to be set up so that any mistakes will be
severely punished.
-BTU CVU CZ OP NFBOT MFBTU JT 5IF 0QFO #FJOH
played at the Royal St George’s links course in Kent
GSPNUIFUIVOUJMUIFUIPG+VMZ JUmTCFFOPOUIF
Open Championship roster since 1894. Won last
year by Irishman Sean Lowry at Royal Portrush,
the course can be a severe test if the wind blows,
which it almost always does!
We’re sure to see some great golf being played by
the world’s best players over the coming months.
I’m sure that the many fans the game has in Pattaya
will enjoy them. I know I will.
www.pattayatrader.com
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I-ROVERS FOR MARCH

FMDPNF UP UIF QSFWJFX QBHF GPS UIF *3PWFST 
sports bar. Situated in LK metro right in the heart of
Pattaya, I-Rovers screen all your favourite sporting
FWFOUTIPVSTBEBZ EBZTBXFFL

HORSERACING

CHAMPIONS LEAGUE

My favourite sporting event of the year gets under way on
UIFUIPGUIFNPOUI UIF$IFMUFOIBN'FTUJWBM"OFBSMZTUBSU
UIJTZFBSNFBOTUIF$IFMUFOIBNSPBSBUUIFTUBSUPGUIFÙSTU
SBDFXJMMCFIFBSEBUQNMPDBMUJNFPO5VFTEBZUIFUI
and the meeting runs through until Gold Cup day on the 13th.

GOLF
5IFSFUVSONBUDIFTJOUIFSPVOEPGBSFQMBZFEUIJTNPOUI
0O UIF UI 4QVST USBWFM UP -FJQ[JH XJUI B  EFÙDJU UP
overcome and surprise packet Atalanta take a 4-1 lead to
7BMFODJB 0O UIF UI "UIMFUJDP .BESJE WJTJU "OÙFME XJUI B
BEWBOUBHFBOE%PSUNVOEUBLFBMFBEUP1BSJT4BJOU
Germain.
"UUJNFXSJUJOHUIFÙSTUMFHTPGUIFGPMMPXJOHNBUDIFTIBWFOmU
been played but the Man. City v Real Madrid and Juventus v
-ZPOSFUVSOMFHTBSFPOUIFUIBOEUIF#BSDFMPOBW/BQPMJ
BOE#BZFSO.VOJDIW$IFMTFBNBUDIFTBSFPOUIFUI"MM
ties are at 3am local time.

A quiet time on the European tour but the PGA tour is in
full swing with some great tournaments in March to look
GPSXBSEUP5IFnÙGUI.BKPSo UIF1MBZFST$IBNQJPOTIJQJTUIF
highlight of the month and is being played at its usual venue,
51$4BXHSBTTJO'MPSJEB4VSFUPBUUSBDUUIFTUSPOHFTUÙFME
of the season so far, this will be a great pipe opener for the
Masters in April.

FORMULA 1

PREMIER LEAGUE
Liverpool’s inevitable march to the title continues and it’s
possible they could win it as early as the Merseyside derby
being played at 3am local time at Goodison Park on the 17th.
5IF EJTRVBMJÙDBUJPO PG .BODIFTUFS $JUZ GSPN OFYU ZFBSmT
Champions League, if it stands, has made the chase for
the qualifying places in the Premier League very interesting
indeed for a number of clubs. The relegation battle is still on
for several clubs too, with only Norwich seeming unlikely to
survive. Every Premier League game is shown at the I-Rovers,
so look out for our weekly viewing updates.

The (SBOE 1SJY TFBTPO NPWFT PO UP "VTUSBMJB BOE #BISBJO
this month. With these being two of the more popular heats
on the calendar, both events will be essential viewing for all
racing fans. The Australian heat runs from the 13th until the
UI BOE #BISBJO JT GSPN UI VOUJM UIF OE *U MPPLT MJLF
another great month of sport is in store at I-Rovers. Many
other sporting events not listed here will be shown so catch
up with whatever you want to see by following our weekly
updates. Or just go in and ask!

I-ROVERS ALL THE SPORT,
ALL THE TIME!
Soi LK Metro
099 152 4076
I-Rovers Sportsbar Pattaya @irovers
www.i-rovers.com
www.pattayatrader.com
www.pattayatrader.com
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MEDICAL INSURANCE
%0:06/&&%.&%*$"-*/463"/$&50#&"--08&%5045":*/5)"*-"/%
"3&:06"8"3&5)"55)*4.":#&$0.&"$0/%*5*0/0':0637*4"503&."*/)&3&*/5)"*-"/%

PENSION ADVICE
ARE YOU UNHAPPY WITH THE PENSION ADVICE YOU HAVE RECEIVED?
NO LONGER IN TOUCH WITH YOUR FINANCIAL ADVISOR OR NOT HAPPY WITH THE PLAN YOU WERE SOLD AND
NEED ADVICE ?

DO YOU HAVE A PENSION BASED IN MALTA?
*'40:068*--#&$)"3(&%5"90/1":.&/54%3"8%08/48&$"/)&-1.*/*.*4&5)*48*5)"
CHANGE OF JURISDICTION

RETIREMENT PLANNING
PLANNING TO RETIRE IN THAILAND?
DO YOU NEED TO TRANSFER YOUR PRIVATE PENSION TO A QROPS?

PLANNING TO RETURN TO THE UK?
NEED HELP TRANSFERING YOUR QROPS TO AN INTERNATIONAL SIPPS?
8JUIPOBWFSBHFMPXFSGFFTUIBOUIPTFDIBSHFECZ23014QSPWJEFST*OUFSOBUJPOBM4JQQTIFMQZPVDPOTJEFSBMMZPVS
options and return home or move to a different country.
&91"5'*/"/$&$"/)&-1:068*5)"/:0'5)&4&26&45*0/4"/%.03&
JUST WRITE TO US AT BENJO!FYQBUÙOBODFPSH
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T

Child Custody in Thailand

he parent who shall have the primary child custody after
divorce can be decided either by the parents or by the
Court. If the parents are able to negotiate or make an
agreement without the court’s decision, they can keep better
control over present and future decisions to be made in behalf
PG UIF DIJME  #PUI QBSFOUT NBZ EJTDVTT BCPVU UIF DIJMEmT MJWJOH
TJUVBUJPO WJTJUBUJPOSJHIUT EBJMZÙOBODJBMSFTQPOTJCJMJUZ FEVDBUJPOBM
plans and other important needs of the child.
For couples going through an uncontested divorce in Thailand,
an agreement can be created to specify how the custody will be
shared between parents. For unmarried couples, the mother shall
have the sole custody of the child unless the father will register the
MFHJUJNBUJPOPGUIFDIJMEBUUIFMPDBMEJTUSJDUPGÙDF5IJTQSPDFEVSF
of legitimizing the child as your own is necessary before a father
can enter into a custody agreement with the mother.
Child Support is usually made by a noncustodial divorced parent
BT B MFHBM PCMJHBUJPO UP TVQQPSU UP UIF ÙOBODJBM DBSF BOE DPTUT
of raising his or her minor child or children. Child support can
be settled by a court order or by a written agreement between
parents, setting out the amount of child support to be paid to
IFMQ XJUI UIF ÙOBODJBM DPTUT PG SBJTJOH UIFJS DIJMEDIJMESFO BGUFS
separation. Support shall be provided by periodical payments
unless the parties agree to settle in other manners. The amount of
child support and up to what extent the amount would be granted

www.pattayatrader.com

shall be according to the decision of the Court, considering the
ability of the noncustodial divorced parent bound to provide the
support, the condition in life of the child and the circumstances
of the case.
Parents are bound to support their children during their minority,
to provide them proper education, to look after them when they
are in poor health and maintain them until they are capable of
earning their own living. Therefore, in case the custodial parent
denies visitation rights to the non-custodial parent, such excuse
cannot be used for denying support for their child/children.
In Thailand, a child born out of wedlock is deemed to be the
legitimate child of the birth mother. The biological father is not
considered as the legitimate father and shall have no legal rights
over the child, and he is not bound by law to pay child support
unless he acknowledges that he is the father through child
legitimation process.
According to the Civil and Commercial Code, a father’s rights to
a child can be legitimized:
-if there is a subsequent marriage between the father and the
mother
-if there is a registration of legitimation made at the local district
PGÙDFPS"NQIVSPOBQQMJDBUJPOCZUIFGBUIFS
-if there is a judgment by the court

PATTAYA TRADER
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TRADER X WORD MARCH 2020
Across

Down

ACROSS

DOWN

1. Gusto (4)
3. Brings to an address (8)
8. Feast (7)
9. Tag (5)
10. Performer (5)
11. Trade barrier (7)
12. Voice box (6)
13. Large numbers of people (6)
16. Closest (7)
18. One of the senses (5)
20. Cajoled (5)
21. Before (7)
22. Fragile (8)
23. Unsightly (4)

1. Slow moving ice mass (7)
5. Lawsuits (5)
8. Sacred song (5)
9. Hide (7)
10. No longer in existence (7)
11. A select few (5)
12. Avid (5)
14. Shrimp-like crustaceans (5)
19. Implements (5)
21. Grisly (7)
23. Irksome (7)
24. Ice hut (5)
&KXUFKRIˋFHU 
26. Throw away (7)

1. Striped equine (5)
2. US legislator (7)
4. One or the other (6)
+RWUHPQDQWVRIDˋUH 
6. Bars (7)
7. Secured by written agreement (10)
9. Research workplace (10)
12. Lackadaisical (7)
14. Hoping for (7)
15. Certify (6)
17. Spiritual being (5)
19. Ahead of time (5)

1. Burrowing rodent (6)
2. Conform (5)
3. Vast (7)
4. Repeat aloud from memory (6)
5. Small boat (5)
6. First and most important (7)
7. Found a solution (6)
13. Staved off (7)
15. Draws back with fear (7)
16. Sculpture (6)
17. Entertained (6)
18. On the far side (6)
20. Examine minutely (5)
22. Strong lightweight wood (5)

ALCOHOL PURCHASE RULES AND REGULATIONS
You must be aware that in Thailand there are some strict rules regulating the times that convenience stores and
other large shops can sell alcohol. This can ruin a good night out so it’s good to know the times – and workarounds!
The overall rule is that alcoholic beverages can only be sold during the hours of 11:00 – 14:00 & 17:00 – 00:00
(midnight) every day at stores and supermarkets. These times were introduced by the Prime Minister’s Office in
2015 and apply countrywide. There used to be an allowance for wholesale purchases of 10 litres or more but this
has been abolished now.
- Alcohol can be sold other times at international airport terminals and entertainment venues that have been legally
registered. 7-11, Tesco, Family Mart – are less likely to sell you a drink outside of the strict hours.

SOLUTIONS ARE ON PAGE 60
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IFEBJMZFYDVSTJPOGSPN1BUUBZBUP#BOLPLBOE
back is becoming more and more popular as
the demand is getting greater.There is growing
commerce between the two great cities in business
as well as tourism and as many Thai residents
are buying a new or second homes in Pattaya it is
increasingly popular to travel between the capital and
the seaside resort.
Development and upgrading of the motorway
network, namely Highway 7 has been a boon to road
transport. However, commuters should be aware that
using this route is soon to get more expensive as a
new toll has been constructed a few kilometers from
Pattaya.

SOLUTIONS

So what options are open to the traveler should
IF XJTI UP USBWFM GSPN 1BUUBZB UP #BOHLPL  .PTU
westerners would automatically think of the train
but do not expect Thai train services to match that
of Europe or the Americas. Even though it is the
cheapest option the fare being just 31 baht, the daily
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